Fact Sheet:
MSBA and Mechanical Penthouses:
An Architectural Best Practice in Dispute
In an effort to enhance the longevity and efficiency of mechanical equipment in buildings, architects
have utilized what has become known as a mechanical penthouse. However, unlike the glamor in our
traditional sense of a penthouse in a building, this one is strictly a functional mechanical room that
houses the operational equipment of a building and protects it from environmental impact. It is
essentially four walls and a roof around that equipment. The only resemblance to a penthouse is that it
is located on the roof or top of the building.
The Value of Mechanical Penthouses
A mechanical penthouse is defined as a floor level dedicated to housing mechanical equipment. A
mechanical penthouse is typically located above the regular floors of a building. It is typically set back
from the lower building's exterior façade so as not to interfere with the attractiveness of the building’s
design. The construction of this level is generally metal insulated panels on the exterior and a concrete
floor within the space.
There are numerous benefits to a mechanical penthouse. To name a few:
• The initial cost of the HVAC units are cheaper to purchase because they can be purchased
without the weatherproof enclosure, thus reducing bid costs.
• The initial cost of installation is cheaper because the subcontractors are working inside an
enclosed space, thus reducing bid costs.
• The HVAC equipment life is extended when it is protected from the elements within a
mechanical penthouse, thereby reducing wear and replacement costs.
• Facilities staff access to the units is safer and protected from the elements. This ensures
maintenance and emergency repairs are possible regardless of the time of year or weather and
helps prevent injuries to workers who might otherwise have to work in unsafe conditions of high
wind, snow and ice. The ease of access also has a direct benefit to the building’s ability to
remain open if a unit needs repair.
• There is an overall noise reduction to the abutters, which eliminates the need for acoustic
screening around the HVAC units that can be very costly compared to an enclosed mechanical
penthouse.
• By housing units closer together in a penthouse there is more roof space for solar panels.
• In contrast to older methods of equipment on roofs without a penthouse, there are fewer roof
penetrations which often become the weak spots that result in roof leaks.
• With a mechanical penthouse, there is no need for snow or ice removal on roof, which can
damage the roofing membrane and be costly to town services.
• A mechanical penthouse also provides centralized structural reinforcement. Since the units are
consolidated closer together on the roof, it limits the number of structural columns and beams
which are carrying the additional roof top load.
For many communities, mechanical penthouses have become an integral part of the community’s
municipal and school building program because it enables the town to operate and maintain its

buildings in safest, most efficient and most economical way possible. The attached appendix illustrates
these benefits.
MSBA Decisions on Mechanical Penthouses
In years prior to 2020, MSBA has allowed communities to build mechanical penthouses, although the
community had to pay for it as an additional cost to the project. It was not considered part of the MSBA
grant program, but it was a permissible addition to the project if self-funded. Also, the square footage of
the mechanical penthouse was not considered as part of the allowable square footage of the building,
thereby not compromising the academic program of the building. In 2020, this flexibility has changed
and rules have been put in place that make it virtually impossible for a community to derive the benefits
of a mechanical penthouse.
The first change is that rather than excluding the square footage of the penthouse, MSBA has required
that the square footage be drawn from the overall building square footage, thereby decrease the
integrity of the educational program of the building. This is the case, even though the community would
have to still bear the additional costs of constructing a mechanical penthouse.
The second change involves a concept entitled the grossing factor in a building. In layman’s terms the
grossing factor is the area beyond the area of the rooms and allows for spaces such as corridors,
restrooms, electrical closets, boiler rooms, as well as the thickness of walls. The net square footage
(NSF) of a building is the area inside the four walls of a room, while the gross square footage (GSF)
includes the entire footprint of a building. The grossing factor is the ratio between the net and gross
square footage. Therefore, the grossing factor is the number applied to the NSF to account for those
spaces outside the classrooms and offices. MSBA guidelines describe a building’s grossing factor as “The
net-to-gross square footage ratio of a school facility.” Per MSBA guidelines this value cannot exceed 1.5
times the NSF, “The Authority shall not approve a Total Facilities Grant for any proposed project that
includes design plans for a new school facility that have a Grossing Factor that exceeds 1.50.”
In prior years, no grossing factor was added to a mechanical penthouse because it doesn’t include such
spaces as corridors or restrooms. However, recently MSBA has ruled that if a community builds a
mechanical penthouse, not only does it have to deduct the square footage of the mechanical penthouse
from the overall square footage allowed for the educational program, but the community also has to
deduct a grossing factor of 1.5 in addition. For example, if a mechanical penthouse for a building
requires 8,000 square feet of roof space, 12,000 square feet have to be deducted from the educational
space that is allowable for the school.
Given MSBA’s constraints on allowable building size, these changes make it virtually impossible for a
community to build a mechanical penthouse even if it were planning to use its own resources to do so.
Recommendation
This decision on the part of MSBA negates the significant value that a mechanical penthouse can provide
to a building and a community. It also stands in contrast to the basic values of efficiency and longevity
that MSBA holds as a standard in its program. We believe that decisions around mechanical penthouses
should be reviewed by the MSBA Board and reversed to enable communities to utilize best architectural
practices in the field.

APPENDIX: ILLUSTRATIONS OF BENEFITS OF MECHANICAL PENTHOUSES
Some illustrations for a better understanding:
Andover High School: Sample photo showing no roof, not ideal.

Wood Hill High Plain School in Andover: Minimal penetrations of PVC roof. 2 penthouses accessible via
the roof. Still some rooftop units:

Bancroft Elementary in Andover, penthouse enclosed with elevator stop:

No penthouse, town must remove Ice on roofs.

Annual roof snow removal must be in operations budget:

Damage to exposed units due to weather events:

Multiple penetrations per unit and structural supports plus walking and working around units adds wear
and safety dangers:

